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Trin. Blood Library Recognized by Government Creating
Bridges in
Drive Helps
Hartford
Shortage
ALYSSA ROSENTHAL '13
NEWS EDITOR

KARISA CERNERA '14
STAFF WRITER

Tuesday, Feb. 22 Trinity
College is holding its semi·
annual blood drive to support
the American Red Cross. The
event, sponsored by Psi
Upsilon Fraternity and the
Office of Community Service
and Civic Engagement, will
take place between 9:30 a.m.
and
2:15
p.m
in
the
Washington Room of Mather
Hall.
Although giving blood is
always important, it is neces·
sary now as blood collection is
at the lowest level it has been in
decades. This is due to the fact
that the American Red Cross
has had to cancel over 750 blood
drives and 28,000 scheduled

The Trinity College Library has been featured in the February issue of the U.S. Government
Printing Office's (GPO) Depository Library Spotlight. The library was recognized for its "long histo·
ry of providing access to needed U.S. Government information." A library is dubbed a federal depos·
itory library if it provides access to U.S. government information to its users, and Trinity has been
one since 1895. The Trinity library is only a partial depository, but it has a shared catalog with the
Wesleyan and Connecticut College libraries, which are both partial depositories as well, and it is
close to the Connecticut State Library, the only comprehensive depository in the state. The GPO,
which is the biggest publisher in the world, spotlights one depository library each month, and
Trinity's was chosen to be recognized for February. The Trinity College Library was recognized after

Trinity Hosts Annual Robotics Competition
Trinity will have approximately
10 teams, similar to past years,
and China and Israel are
Trinity College will be host· known to send as many as 15.
The competition will be held
ing the 18th Annual Robotics
Competition this year, and April 9 and 10 in Oosting
early estimates predict the Gymnasium on Trinity's cam·
number of participating teams pus, and will include both the
to be higher than ever before . RoboWaiter Contest and the
Karl W. Hallden Professor of Fire Fighting Home Robot
Engineering Dr. David J. Contest.
The RoboWaiter contest will
Ahlgren, the longtime director
of the event, expects there to be take place on Saturday, April 9,
120 teams this year, represent· and involves robots carrying a
ing not only the United States dish from a refrigerator to a dis·
but also China, Israel, Mexico, abled person sitting at a table.
Portugal,
and
Indonesia. Competitors earn more points
GREG LEITAO '12
E\"VS EDITOR

FHR and Savoir Adore
Drop Beats on Vernon
G \RTOO IST

On Friday, Feb. 18, the Mill
hosted its second concert of the
spring semester, and its first
ever indoor open-admission con·
cert. The event began promptly
an hour after the scheduled
start time, though the crowd
that built over the wait established that this was, after all, a
fashionable delay. Into the first
songs, the mammalian density
in front of the stage reached bat
colony mass, with a similar
energy, and, it appeared, a simi·
lar anticipation of the night's
sonic activity.

CONTRIBUTI G WRITER

On Thursday, Feb. 17
Professor of Theater and Dance
Judy Dworin gave a common
hour talk about her work in
women's prisons. She first
began her work in women's
prisons with the incarcerated
women of York Prison in
Nebraska . While there, she
used art forms such as song and
dance to give the women an out·
let for expressing themselves.
While working with these
women and putting on various
artistic shows, Dworin began
realizing how these perform·
ances affected the prisoner's
children.
Sammy, daughter of incarcerated Debbie, was able to
see HELPING on page 10

see RED on page 6

BENPATE'll

KRISTINA SMITHY '14

"I noticed students that I've
never seen before at Mill events
finally come out - very refresh·
ing," observed Sean Mansoory
'11, the Mill's co-concert promot·
er and Treasurer, adding, "My
goal is to have everyone from
Trinity who likes music, and
who likes to dance, come out." In
reaction to attendance levels,
we're told to expect more gratis
events in the future. Free
admission was far from the only
draw, however. The line-up featured Savoir Adore, picked up
by Indie label Cantora Records,
opening for French Horn
see MILL on page 12

depending on the level of diffr
culty they choose. This contest,
sponsored by the Connecticut
Council on Developmental
Disabilities, is open to the public and free of charge.
According to the press
release, the RoboWaiter contest
is "aimed at creating sophisticated autonomous robots that
will one day help people with
disabilities achieve greater
independence."
The Fire Fighting Home
Robot Contest will also return,
during which an autonomous
computer-controlled robot must

respond to a fire alarm, find the
fire and extinguish it in the
shortest possible time. To do
this, the robot must navigate
through a maze, locate a burn·
ing candle, and put it out by
either spraying water at it or
blowing it out.
The Fire Fighting Contest
will have four different groups
competing: Junior (grades eight
and below); High School
(grades nine through 12);
Senior (college/university and
adults); and walking, which is
see TRINITY on page 6

Trin.Puts

On Vagina
Monologues
ROSEMARY PERALTA '13
CON'llUB UTING WRITER

"If my vagina could speak,
what would it i;;ay?" Apparently,
A LOT. Back in 1996, when the
series took off, Eve Ensler, ere·
ator and original performer
intended to spread female
empowerment visions in support
of the anti-violence movement.
The number of monologues vary
in different productions, howev·
er, in each, the central theme is
the vagina. Trinity's production
last Thursday was sponsored by
the Women & Gender Resource
Action Center, in memory of
Myriam Merlet, a feminist
leader and V-day activist.
The show was directed by

see SENIORS on page 12
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Tripod Editorial
Tripod and 41egs: A Friendship is Born
You've seen the ads in magazines, you've read countless op·
eds, you've heard the debate ad
nauseam; all furiously examining what is perceived to be the
decline of print media. As someone who hopes to have a profession in the aforementioned dying
field, such statements inevitably
make me a little queasy.
However, I'm going to argue that
the availability of information on
the Internet-widely convicted as
the murderer of print-can help
save the printed publication.
Yes, admittedly, there will be
a population of people who
already have, and will continue
to, abandon print for the easier
online option. However, I argue
that both tangibility and nostalgia are powerful things. As time
marches on and progress chaotically tumbles on, there are people who become increasingly
stubbornly entrenched in the
"good ol'." I for one, will still
always buy the book instead of
reading it online, and will never
be nearly as satisfied with an
online version of a crossword
puzzle when given the option of
completing one in a printed New
York Times (but let's not lie, preferring them in print doesn't
make me any faster at solving
them).
The Trinity Tripod, in its
print form, is currently in its
107th year of existence. The

I

Internet is 25 years old (or 39,
depending on who you ask).
However, in the case of the
Trinity Tripod, age is not the
deciding factor of the most widely read medium of our weekly
paper. While it's impossible to
gauge exactly how many people
read the Tripod in its print form,
since people share papers,
they're moved around campus,
etc., I would be willing to bet a
large amount of money that the
majority of readers access the
paper online.
I am right there with Brooke;
I am vehemently opposed to both
Kindles and Nooks (you try curling up by the fire with a
Kindle ... NOT cozy), and I
always prefer to read publications in their print form. That
being said, I also wholeheartedly
agree with Brooke's points about
accessibility and real-time bene·
fits. Furthermore, I believe in
access to a breadth of variously
angled broadcasting programs,
which allows a dedicated reader
to summon the wide variety of
perspectives necessary for an
informed opinion on world
events.
And not just world events,
but also Trinity events as well.
The Tripod, while attempting to
maintain as objective a stance in
the Trinity community as possi·
ble, is a publication-like all other
publication-with a

position. 4Legs, a new, decidedly
different news source, will provide yet another perspective on
Trinity and its place in the
world. Our newspaper is
restricted to 16 tabloid-sized
pages; 4Legs has the space to
dabble in a wide variety of subjects and ways of representing
them.
I have always been a huge
advocate for plurality of media
sources, and for most of my
career at Trinity, have bemoaned
the lack of diversity in publications, not to mention the oftenlackluster interest in participating in or submitting to the ones
that already exist. I both hope
and foresee 4Legs filling an
informational void, and anticipate that the successful beginning of such an endeavor will
spawn new Trinity publications;
perhaps a magazine, a newsletter, or even a syndicate website
combining Trinity with other
NESCAC or Connecticut schools.
A collaboration with 4Legs is
one of the things I look forward
to most during my leadership of
the Trinity Tripod I am con.fr
dent that in working together,
both our publications' quality
and creativity can improve in
leaps and bounds. You, dear
readers, just have to stay tuned,
and tell us what you think.
-NGD

subjective

I

Letter to the Editor

Dear Editor,
First, a confession: I am an
avid consumer of printed material. I love the feel of a book in
my hands, and the Luddite in
me has never been able to
accept the idea of a world
where the primary source for
written work is a Kindle or a
Nook. The spread of the internet as a form of communication
and transmission of news, however, means that all of us have
to grow to accept its place in
our lives.
The advantages of the internet are many. A news source
can be updated at any moment,
in time with the events that it
is reporting. Articles can be
accessed at any time, now from
phones as well as computers.
The internet has made the
spectrum of news broader, as
well - there is greater variety
in the events considered worthy of journalistic attention,
and a greater variety of sites to
access news from.

The perspectives on news
are so many as to seem endless;
there is a site for every mindset
imaginable,from the stolid to
the paranoid. This means that
the world of journalism and
news has become a very different and much larger one, taking the news from the hands of
a more select crowd and put·
ting it in the hands of those
with the dedication to run their
own site. News is freer, faster,
and less constrained by the
spacial restrictions of physical
form .
This does not mean, however, that there is no longer a
place for more traditional
forms of news media, the most
important of which is the newspaper. Besides the comfort of
holding an object that is easily
understood- as the code which
holds together a website is not
- the physicality of the paper is
something that a person can
carry with them through the
day and read at any point they

like, whether they have a computer or not.
Some have deemed the rise
of the internet the death of the
newspaper, but I think that the
two can combine in very interesting ways. Articles in print
can be backed up with video
and other media on the 'net,
instantaneous reporting followed by measured reviews ,
and the desires of those who
want news fast and those who
want news in their hands can
alike be fulfilled. For this rea son, I believe that having both
the Tripod and 4Legs on cam pus creates a fuller experience
for the seeker of news, and that
both groups have an important
place at Trinity. We each have
something to offer - and with
that in mind, look forward to
collaborations between the two
of us in the future .
Brooke Grasberger
Editor-in-Chief, 4Legs
www.4legs.org

Corrections:
ln the February 15 issue, a front page headline was incorrect. The original headline read "Assistant Professors to be Promoted in March." The headline should have
read "Associate Professors to be Promoted in March."
Joshua Growney was listed as a member of the class of 2012 in the February 15
issue. Growney is a member of the class of 2011.
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Berlusconi Heads for Slaughterhouse Star Athletes Not Held
Responsible for Crimes
BOMINA KIM '14

OPINIONS EDITOR

Prime
Minister Silvio
Berlusconi, the face of Italy, is
now plastered on the cover of
major media publications as
the
venal,
despicable
pedophile that he is. Last
week in Italy, hundreds of
thousands of women protested
Berlusconi's sex scan dals,
specifically one where he
allegedly prostituted a 17year-old girl. Later, he abused
his influence to release said
minor from jail.
A man with any sense of
decency or shame would take
this mass demand for his resignation as the cue to step
down. If Berlusconi did possess such a trait, he would not
be in this situation in the first
place. So in a typical shmuck
move, he turned to his media
empire to depict himself as
the victim of a long-standing
vendetta from left-wing prosecutors. Now that his immu nity
as Prime Minister has been
overruled by Italy's constitutional court, Berlusconi's
defense will now have to
answer to three female judges
in the Milan Court on April 6.
Although Berlusconi's perverted and degrading habits
may be the s tated reason for
trial, he has much to answer
for. As a prominent member
among law-making officials,
Berlusconi
has
avoided -

accountability for his actions
fox: decades. The concept that
no one is above the law is
absent under Berlusconi's
reign, since the laws were
made with personal loopholes
in mind. However, he is facing
at least three trials charged
with outstanding tax fraud,
false accounting, bribery, and
corruption in addition to a
count of child prostitution and
abuse of power. Outside of the
courthouse, Berlusconi has
also been accused of cronyism,
infidelity, and general douche bag behavior. It begs the ques-

tion: how the h ell has this
scum been in power for so
long?
Berlusconi's monopoly on
the Italian media is the breeding ground for most of his
power, wealth, and influence.
As of 2010, Forbes listed
Berlusconi as the third richest
man in Italy with an estimated $9 billion in the fields of
television, newspapers, publishing,
cinema,
finance,
banking, insurance, and sport.

see END page 4

Photo courtesy of http : //elmejorhu_mo~inteli~ente_blogspot.com

Finance's Hand in Marriage: Cash is King
ALYSSA ROSENTHAL '13
NEWS EDITOR

In past centuries, young
people did not have much of a
say regarding who they were
going to marry. It was a decision often made by one's parents, based on what would be
prudent and convenient, both
temporally and financially, for
the family at the time. The
temporal aspect was not one
that many people worried
about, as most young men and
women found a life partner
before the age of 22 or 23. It
was the financial piece that
caused the most stress and agitation. A woman could not
marry a man with an income
too low to support herself and
her household, and a man
could not marry a woman who
didn't come with a sum large
enough to make a substantial
contribution to his own earnings. The romance and pleasure of marriage were last on
the list of importance, for as
Charlotte Lucas so bluntly
puts it in Jane Austen's Pride
and Prejudice, "happiness in
marriage is entirely a matter of
chance."
In today's modern society,
we like to think that these
notions have changed, especially with respect to romance, and

we are often fairly correct in
thinking so. It is the general
belief that boy meets girl, boy
and girl fall in love, and boy
and girl live happily ever after
(this may not necessarily be a
marital ever after, but that is
the type we will focus on for
now). Using this model, the life
choices we make with regards
to marriage are based on the
amount of love and happiness
we are experiencing with that
person and not based on the
amount of money we will or
will not receive upon entering
the union. But if this is the
case, why has the temporal
aspect of marriage changed so
much in the past two centuries? People no longer get
married at such a young age
(the average ages are around
26 for women and 28 for men in
the United States), and such
timing is deemed appropriate
and convenient by the brideand groom-to-be as opposed to
their families . But what is this
later timing based upon? It is
based on the fact that the role
of money in marriage may have
changed, but money itself has
not decreased in importance.
Today people say that they
are choosing to get married at
an older age so they can
improve their own lives first,
whether it' be in pursuit of a

specific career or in gaining life
and
cultural
experience
through traveling or experimenting
with
different
lifestyles. Regardless of these
excusatory notions, we cannot
ignore the fact that getting
married
is
expensive.
Americans tend to spend
between $18,000 and $30,000
dollars on a wedding, not
including the honeymoon, the
engagement ring, or the trip to
Kleinfeld's. This ends up being
at least half of the average
American's yearly income,
which is around $46,000. This
amount is for the wedding
alone, without factoring in any
of the post-marital expenses of
finding a place to live, supporting one another, etc. Even
though we may want to believe
it, it is impossible to live on
love alone.
Therefore, it seems to me
that when we look at the big
picture overlaying our romantic beliefs, it has not changed
that much since the Romantics.
We want to be able to say that
we base our life choices on our
feelings and emotions and this
is true to an extent. But happiness inevitably comes with a
timeline, and in regards to that
timeline, cash is still king.

IAN BROOKS '11
OPINIONS EDITOR

It never ceases to amaze me
how easily society forgives professional athletes for their per
sonal
transgressions .
Professional athletes are role
models, and if they are held to a
different standard in the court of
public opinion with regard to
what is and is not appropriate
.behavior, it should be a higher
one, not a lower one. But every
time I see an ESPN clip lauding
the
athleticism
of
Ben
Roethlisberger or hear a proud
Eagles fan bragging about
Michael Vick's stellar season, I
am reminded that all too often
we let on-field performance
make up for what should be inexcusable behavior off the field.
In December, Nils Lofgren, a
longtime guitarist for Bruce
Springsteen, wrote an open letter to ESPN criticizing the
organization for continuing to
lavish praise on Vick despite his
conviction for involvement in dog
fighting. Lofgren further castigated the NFL for not giving
Vick a lifetime ban. While I didn't agree that Vick should necessarily be banned forever, I do
think that Vick has lost the right
to enjoy the respect and privilege
that comes with being a star
quarterback. "I support [Vick's]
right to earn a living. B u t, w hile
I can't fault him for taking great
advantage of the opportunities
afforded him by playing in the
NFL, I feel he does not deserve
that lofty a place in our society
and culture," Lofgren wrote.
But this verdict need not
come from the NFL, officially, as
Lofgren suggests; instead it
should come from us, t he fans.
We should vote with our dollars.
I know this seems like a lot to
ask, but if we collectively paid
much less attention to Vick and
to other players who have
behaved in similarly unforgivable ways and to the franchises
that employ them, their revenue
streams would be much smaller.
In our capitalist society, our ability to choose where we spend our

money gives us a voice.
But ';"hen I discussed
Lofgren's letter with some of my
friends, I was disheartened to
learn that they disagreed with
its message. They offered two
principal arguments in defense
of continued support for Vick.
The first: Vick did the crime, but
he did the time. He paid his debt
to society' in the form of an 18month prison sentence. Is he not
a free man now? The second:
Vick might not be the best per
son in the world, but the appeal
of professional sports is watching
the world's best athletes per
form. Is Vick not a world-class
athlete? In answer to both questions: Yes, he is. But these are
not reasons enough to forgive.
First of all, there are plenty of
law-abiding citizens in this world
who are bad people. Just because
someone doesn't have an outstanding prison term does not
mean they are necessarily
deserving of our admiration and
respect. Vick serving his prison
term was the bare minimum of
what was required of him by law,
not a full-fledged rebirth or vindication. Furthermore, Vick is a
great athlete, but are we really
sports fans before we are human
beings? Is our desire to watch top
athletes perform greater than
our desire to be compassionate'?

This is a personal question-a
matter of preferences, really but for me the answer is no. Do
you think that the dogs who
killed each other for Vick's enter
tainment would care t h at he
threw for more than 3,000 yards
last year?
Since getting out of prison,
Vick has made some progress off
the field. He has shown more
remorse and even expressed
interest in trying to be a pet
owner again some day. "I would
love to get another dog in t he
future. I think it would be a big
step for me in the rehabilitation
process," Vick said. It certainly
would. So let us show Vick that
he can earn our respect and for
giveness in this manner, and not
by scrambling for firsts and
throwing touchdowns.

Photo courtesy of Pe nnlive.com

Philadelphia Eagles quarterback Michael Vick talks to the media in August, 2009.

Opinions put forth in this section are those of the writers themselves and ch not reflect the views of The Trinity Tripod nor of its staff.
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The Real Definition of LoveThe End of Berlusconi' s
Reign as Prime Slut of Italy Can We Ever Really Know?
I must say that it's quite selfadorning and a tad pathetic the way
the audience hailed, awed, cheered
Meaningful yet empty words strug- and squealed in reverence to our
gled to encapsulate the meaning of peers' interpretations of love, when so
love at Imani's "Love Jones" event few are blessed to have experienced
which occurred 7 p.m. on Friday, Feb. such a thing.
11. Red lights shone on the skillful
That night, relationship love was
jazz performers, exuding the musical the focus of expression. What about
aura of playful energies and putting a familial love, friendship love, and even
glow on the creatively decorated baked love for the human race as we are?
goods for the audience to enjoy. And it
Here on Earth, we are restricted to
began ...
expressing love between physical
The first performance was by an beings, but there is no love like the
upperclassman male who
love of the Almighty, eterThe focus of
succinctly described the
nal God who died so that
attractive attributes of a
mere human beings can
expression.
college woman: independhave the privilege to once
What about
ent, voluptuously eye·
again commune with Him
catching, willing, tempoopenly and freely. What
familial love,
rary, etc. An almost fail
about this concept of love,
friendship love, one
but for that independent
that no human can
and even love
aspect. The second persuccessfully and confidentformance was by an
for the human ly wrap their mind
underclassman male who
around?
race as we are?
forthrightly yet desperateWe should consider
ly attempted-with a four
that
" .. . neither death, nor
Here on Earth,
page soliloquy-to argue
life, nor angels, nor princifor man's tendency to we are restricted palities, nor powers, nor
avoid
mustering
the
to expressing
height, nor depth, nor any
words to explain the hypo·
other creature, shall be
love between
thetical love shared with a
able to separate us from
hypothetical woman to physical beings.
the love of God, which is in
that woman. He ever-eloChrist Jesus our Lord"
quently tried to grasp the abstract (Romans 8: 38-39) .
nature of this strong emotion love.
There is no friend like Jesus , none
Whether he succeeded still puzzles that could offer us , people that daily
me. The third performance was by an and innately rebel against Him, such
underclassmen male who forsook promises of unconditional love and
prose and stanza and gave verse a reconciliation. God said that He will
turn. He sang so beautifully that his "wipe away every tear from their eyes"
performance was followed by arousing (Revelation 21:4). "Greater love hath
shrieks and moans from the audience ; no man than this, that a man lay down
but for some reason, the lyrics didn't his life for his friends" (John 15:13).
do it for me, "ohh baby .. .just like me
In conclusion, "we are ambassa dors
real hard."
for Christ, as though God did beseech
And the list goes on. There were you by us: we pray you in Christ 's
their
pizza.
It's
created
a
domino
effect.
fair
attempts by brave, hearty individ- stead, be ye reconciled to God. For H e
GREG MONIZ '11
People
who
see
the
developments
get
uals
who grasped at love's voluminous hath made Him to be sin for us , who
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
inspired and then donate their own pie. entirety, which flowed through the knew no sin; that we might be made
Ian's Pizza on State is a small pizza News organizations have continued the wonderfully decorated Fred common the righteousness of God in Him" (2
shop in downtown Madison, Wisconsin, story dissemination, with papers such as room that evening. What they did not Corinthians 5: 20-21) .
steps away from the granite domed state The Guardian covering the culinary con· know was that "the heart is deceitful
"Behold what manner of love the
capitol and the campus of the University vergence.
above all things" (Jeremiah 17:9). Father has bestowed on us , that we
The interconnectivity of it all is They relied on their own understand- should be called children of God!" (1
of Wisconsin. On most days, the clientele
is probably typical of that of any college astounding. Egyptians, fresh from their ing to decipher the depths of love.
John 3:1).
and state capitol town: the hung-over own political uprising, can pinpoint a previously unknown small busi·
undergrad in sweats, the
ness thousands of miles
voraciously hungry lobbyist
Foreigners
who could probably eat a understand or begin away in a city with little
international presence and
whole pie in 30 seconds, and
to learn at least
express their support, soli·
the kooky, slightly neurotic
aged professor looking for a
some aspect of the darity, and camaraderie by
slice of soy cheese.
current battle - the actually feeding strangers.
Think of the meaning
But in the days since
fight
between
facbehind
this type of relation·
thousands of protesters have
ship.
For
starters, it's an act
descended
upon
the
tions, groups, and
of enlightenment. Through
Wisconsin capitol in opposi·
ideologies and
the course of sending pizzas
tion to Governor Scott
what's at stake.
to Madison, foreigners
Walker's vast and divisive
understand or begin to learn
budget and union proposals,
Ian's has literally become the world's at least some aspect of the current battle
- the fight between factions, groups, and
pizza shop.
With the events in Madison making ideologies and what's at stake.
Pizza has become a universally
world headlines, Ian's has been fielding
phone calls and donations from every· acknowledged symbol. A historically prowhere - China, England, Finland, and, of letariat food with neither American nor
all particular note, Cairo, Egypt. Egyptian origins has somehow become
According to Politico, Ian's gave away the go·to dish for a gathering community.
There is something beautiful and
1,057 globally donated slices on Saturday
alone. The shop has a created a map and inspiring in a transaction that ends with
list of states and countries from where a group of teachers and college students
in a small, cold, snowy Midwestern city
they've received orders.
As the inundations began, Ian's capi· huddling together and eating a pizza on
talized and started posting on their the dime of a stranger living somewhere
Facebook page with ordering updates and in a vast, hot, teeming Middle Eastern
(
pictures of cold, hungry protesters eating capitol.

continued from page 3

of the George Bush comedy special.
The people of Italy should follow wife
Safe to say, there was obviously plenty Veronica Lario's example and divorce
to go around in the Bunga Bunga the bastard. Now that Berlusconi has
room. In addition to the considerable exhausted his options of denial, dirty
influence over two national newspa· deals, and defense , dare we hope for
pers, Berlusconi owns the leading his defeat?
With a new leader in
Italian advertising and
AB a prominent
line, Italy should make
publicity agency, one of
great strides in gender
Italy's most popular
member of law-mak- equality
and the technonews magazines, and 90
logical
advances
that are
percent of the national
ing officials,
defining our era. With
TV
sector
through
Berlusconi has
the progression of the
"Mediaset." The phrase
internet-based culture,
conflict of interest would
avoided accountabil- there should be more
be the understatement of
the year here. Media is ity for his actions for opposition that calls out
the government on their
meant to be a means of
decades. The con- mistakes and scandals.
revealing truths and
Blogs and social netserving the interests of
cept that no one is works
should be a great
the public, but what is
tool against the media
transpiring in Italy is a
above the law is
monopoly that exists,
propaganda machine gloabsent under
and prevent the condirifying Berlusconi and
defaming any voice of Berlusconi' s reign... tioned acceptance of
propaganda and claims
opposition.
by the government.
All the corruption
Italy was basically a passive
and
manipulation
aside ,
the
Berlusconi scandal may be the best aggressive form of Animal Farm, with
thing that has happened to Italy in Berlusconi portraying a sleazy
ages. While the scandal is threatening Napoleon. Now that he's headed for
to end Berlusconi's political career, it's the slaughterhouse, I look at this as a
not actually setting back the nation great opportunity for Italy to repair its
much at all. In fact, this may be the political reputation. It's about time
event that launches a new era of Italy can wash its grimy hands of
women's rights. A new respect for Berlusconi and start anew with a
women may be the reward for endur- leader capable of restoring democracy
ing three terms of Berlusconi, just as and integrity to its name. As the signs
the U.S. elected the first black of the protestors asked, if not now,
President after two excruciating terms when?

CHINWE OPARAOCHA '14
CO TIUBUTING WIUTER

Hey Madison, Here's Some
Pizza. Enjoy. Love, Cairo

"Honey, does this dress make me sound fat?"
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Sports Illustrated Presents:
A "People's Wedding":
Modern or Condescending? the United States of Swimsuits
REBECCA BROWN '11
SENIO R EDITOR

So, there's a royal wedding just
around the corner. On Friday, April 29
Prince William will marry commoner
Kate Middleton in the first British royal
wedding that has garnered any real public attention since the 80s. Since they
announced their engagement in
November there have been countless articles analyzing every minute wedding
detail-the dress, the food, the guests,
and so on and so forth. All of it is pretty
mundane and par for the course, save
this one: the new royal couple is set upon
throwing the first "People's Wedding."
What exactly is a "People's Wedding?"
I don't know. But last semester as Editor
in-Chief I wrote an editorial asking
"What is the point of a monarchy?" I
posited that today, given how the monar
chy has evolved in the past century or so,
and on the heels of a recession, the
monarchy had to earn their keep more
than ever. None of the trappings of royalty were to be viewed as rights, but rather
as privileges they safeguarded in
exchange for effectively giving a voice to
their people. Like an American politician,
they have the ability to advocate and publicize issues, but without the burden of
constantly campaigning and fundraising.
A "People's Wedding'' seems to go
along with this notion. It's some acknowledgement that while two people are getting married and starting a family, this
ceremony does not belong exclusively to
them, but also to the British people. It's
been reported that after the financial fallout of 2008, the Queen kindly requested
that her grandchildren and other members of the royal family refrain from being
photographed falling out of posh nightclubs at 3 a.m. and shopping on King's
Road. In that same vein, Middleton will
not make the traditional progress
through London en route to her wedding
in the gilded stagecoach, but a simple
black town car. Representatives from the
various charities the royal family has
been associated with will be invited, so
that among the privileged and titled,
there will be "common" citizens. Rumor
has it various other cuts are being made
by way of food and entertainment.
You would think this would make
most Britons happy- God knows in the
past few years there has been abundant
criticism that the Royal Family is out of
touch, elitist, lazy, happily taking from
the poor to give to the rich, and other
such backwards Robin Hood-esque
endeavors. But no, the majority of the opeds and comments I've seen coming out of
London these days refer to the wedding
as the bright light at the end of a dark,
financially restrained tunnel. When it
was announced that Middleton was for
going the stagecoach historically used by

royal brides, including Princess Diana in
1981 and Queen Elizabeth in 1947, their
were outcries that tradition was being
lost. Now the people lined up on the
streets would not be able to see The
Dress, and presumably the bride in it.
There seems to be an overwhelming
desire to use this wedding day as a holiday-a day of celebration after which a
new leaf will have been turned over.
This begs two questions: Is it possible
to make the British happy? And is there
not a layer of condescension to a "People's
Wedding"? Not being British, I can't
answer the first, but I would hazard to
guess the answer is no. There is something about British culture, specifically
even English culture, which is rooted in
critique. To the second question, I believe
the answer is yes. While I very much like
the idea of a "People's Wedding" and
applaud its modernity, there is something
patronizing about a very well-off family
pretending that they aren't so as not to
upset "the people."
Despite the fact that it's clearly the
right decision, in regards to PR and otherwise, there's still something about it
that feels "off." Perhaps its because
throughout history it has been an inclination of the British monarchs to downplay
their wealth. George III and his wife
famously preferred the smallest of their
homes and were described as acting, on
their own time, like "any other middleclass family." Queen Victoria and her husband hated Buckingham Palace and pur
chased homes outside of London that
were sometimes so cramped that her
councilors found it difficult to find room to
effectively conduct business. But she did
it because she valued the isolation and it
made it easier to pretend they were a
"normal family." And that's the crux of the
issue-how does a family worth billions,
with a visible and colorful history that
includes governing what grew into an
empire for centuries, navigate the fine
line between acknowledging that they are
not, in fact, "normal" without going to
lengths that seem borderline ridiculous?
The simple answer is that there's not
a definite answer for that as of 2011. With
every generation and with every decade
the monarchy almost evolves into something else entirely. To a certain extent,
regardless of whether there is a stagecoach or not, the day after this wedding
takes place there will be the turning over
of a new leaf because a new generation of
the most famous monarchy in history will
have been established. It's difficult to
define a "People's Wedding" and place it
in any sort of context because, quite simply, it's never been done before. If the lead
up this wedding is any sort of indication
as to where the monarchy is headed, then
it seems that some of the majesty is about
to be torn away to make room for transparency and accessibility.

SOPHIE GOLDSMITH '13
CONTRIBUTI G WRITER

Ladies and Gentlemen of Trinity
College, it's that time of year againthat special time when we're overcome
with butterflies, smiles, and a sense of
optimism. This annual event is truly
an American holiday and encapsulates
our personal, political and economic
ideologies almost to a tee. One could
even credit it as a reinforcement of the
oh so important "American Dream."
(Perhaps an overstatement, but I'm
going to go with it.)
Any guesses?! The first day of
Spring? Nope . President's Day?
Negative. Valentine's Day? Incorrect.
Christmas? Good try, but that's in
December, sillies. It's the annual
Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Issue! I'm
sure all of you have been waiting
patiently for the wonders that are
those 100 plus glossy pages of scantily
clad women. Pardon me, supermodels.
(Cause gosh, they sure are super!)
For those of you who are unaware of
the empire that is the Sports
Illustrated Swimsuit Issue, let me take
a moment to explain the historical significance of the millions of issues distributed annually. This collection of
wonderment is published by Sports
Illustrated annually. What saints! Its
first appearance into the public realm
occurred in February 1964-a glorious
time of Civil Rights Acts, race riots,
student activism, Betty Friedan, and
patriotic co-eds in swimwear. Irony,
thy
name
is
1960s America.
Regardless, fast forward almost 50
years and although racial and political
tensions persist, this piece of
Americana is still going strong! What a
feat for our generation.
I guess this popularity is due in

part to the incredibly tasteful and
artistic manner in which the magazine
portrays a family-friendly day at the
beach, melting the heart of any
Scrooge it encounters. (And I'm sure
the array of gorgeous half-naked
women helps a bit.) As one eager reader put it, "This is arguably the greatest
magazine ever created." Featuring
such revolutionaries as Tyra Banks,
Heidi Klum, Cindy Crawford, Robecca
Romijn, and Marisa Miller, just to
name a few, Sports Illustrated has
most definitely became "social" fodder
for innumerable individuals. How will
we ever be able to thank them?! Well,
I'm sure the $600 million made off this
single issue is a help.
With the "degradation of women to
the point of objectivity and amusement," (as one male student put it)
aside , this collection of exotic women,
clothing, and locales is representative
of American society. (Weird, right?)
What is America if not in your face ,
excessive, infantilized, and materialis tically-driven? Lest we not forget about
innovative; Mark Zuckerberg created
the billion dollar industry that is
Facebook while Sports Illustrated
legitimized the vital billion dollar bikini industry.
So the moral of this story? Don't be
embarrassed, boys and girls, when you
invest roughly $30 in Sports
Illustrated products (because let's be
honest, you can't get the magazine
without the corresponding wall calender! That's simply blasphemy), it's
your duty as an American! Or at least
that's how I'm rationalizing the situation and I recommend you do the same.
When in doubt, blame the capitalism
that has been instilled within us since
birth, or Sarah Palin ... simply because
she's Sarah Palin (no offense) .

I

I

II
I
I

Sex.
Now that we've got your attention, write for opinions.

Contact Ian.Brooks@trincoll.edu
Bomina.Kim@trincoll.edu

Photo courtesy of http://coverawards.com
Magazine cover of the first published swimsuit issue of Sports Illustrated Spring Edition on Jan. 30th, 1964
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Red Cross Hoping for More Donors Trinity College Prepares
for Robotics Competition
blood products that we now do
not have
available for
uled blood donations (2,000 in patients who may need them,"
Connecticut) since January 1, said Red Cross Biomedical
Executive
Vice
2011 because -0f the winter Services
President
weather on the
"We are asking
Chris Hrouda
eastern seaboard.
in
a
press
The American Red
anyone in these
release.
"We
Cross located . in
areas who is eligiare
asking
the Connecticut
ble to give blood
anyone
In
region has recentto please consider
areas
these
ly announced a
who is eligible
statewide appeal
making an
to
give blood to
to eligible blood
appointment to
please considdonors.
They
donate as soon as
er making an
have set a goal to
it is safe to do so."
appointment
collect 6,250 donato donate as
tions to make up
soon as it is
for their depleted
Chris Hrouda
safe to do so."
supplies.
Executive Vice
The American
This is necesPresident, Red
Red Cross is
sary to ensure
also appealing
that the blood
Cross Biomedical
to
eligible
products
are
Services
donors who do
accessible
for
not live within
patients in need.
They are asking all eligible areas affected by weather. If
donors to
please
make more people in unaffected
appointments with the organi- areas donate, there could be
zation. "The result of the can- more blood available throughcellation of that many blood out the country. 0 negative
drives and consequently all blood and platelet donations
those blood donations trans- are greatly needed as well.
Trinity College is calling to
lates into as many as 24,000
continued from page 1

the student body as a whole to
please help this cause and be
apart of this appeal. To donate
you must be of legal age, meet
weight and height requirements (110 pounds or more,
depending on their height),
and be in generally good
health. If you are interested
in giving blood, you can sign
up at the tables outside of
Mather Dining Hall during
mealtimes or schedule an
appointment through Joe
Barber
at
jbarber@trincoll.edu or TJ
Tarca at thomas.tarca@trincoll.edu . You may also contact
our local blood bank to donate
at any time.

American
Red Cross
Together, we can save a life

COURTESY OF www.mtnl 8.com

The Red Cr= is looking for more donors.

Northeastern's MS in Accounting/MBA
for non-accounting maiors:
• Earn two degrees in just 15 months.
• Complete a 3-month paid residency at a leading
accounting firm.
• Proven track record of 100% job placement.

Application deadlines: March 1 and April l
Become our fan o n Focebook.

COURT ES Y OF www.botmag.com

Trinity College's Annual Robotics Competitio n wiU be held o n April 9 and 10.

Want to
Contribute to
the Tripod?
Interested in
Writing lor
News?
Contact Greg Leitao at

gregory.leitao@trlneoll.edu
or Alyssa Rosenthal at
yssa.rosentbal@trineoll.edu
lor more

facebook.com/northeosternuniv:ersitymsamba

gspo@neu .edu
http:/I cba .neu .edu/ grad/ occounling·mbo/

reserved for those robots that
qualify as the most inventive
and creative. New to this
year's competition will be an
Expert Division, open to all
ages, which will involve the
candle being placed in differ
ent locations and at different
heights. The contest is also
open to the public, but will
cost five dollars for adults.
Sponsors for this year's competition include Trinity College,
xPartner
Robotics,
the

Connecticut section of the
Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, SolidWorks,
Odyssey Magazine, National
Instruments, Circuit Cellar,
Parallax, mindsensors.com, and
Scientific American.
Those looking to register
for either the Fire Fighting or
RoboWaiter contests can visit
www.trincoll.edu/events/robot.
The site contains information
about the schedule of activities , rules, eligibility, scoring,
lay-out of the mazes, entry
fees and levels of competition.

+

Start Your Career in Accounting

6 17-373-3244

continued from page 1

Northeastern University

lalormatlon!

College of Business
Administration
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Government Gives Recognition to Trinity's Raether Library
continued from page 1

point for a strategic planning
document that would serve to
an on-site inspection in create a new service model for
September 2010 revealed the the library. The plan was
professionalism of the staff, undertaken by a core team of
the availability of the library's Kammradt and librarians
materials, and the accessibili- Richard Ross, Katherine Hart,
ty of its secondary resources. Thomas Zaharevich, and
The GPO's inspecBronzell
tion was meant to
Dinkins.
"The College and
ensure that "access
The first
community should
to and services for
initiative was
also be very proud
U.S. Government
a shift from
of the library staff,
information
print format to
resources
are
digital format,
who have implebeing provided" at
as
Kammradt
mented a highly
the library. The
realized that
effective transition
GPO inspectors
Trinity's colto a more electronalso noted the
lection was "in
weeding of the colreasonably
ic depository, all
lection that has
good shape but
designed to organoccurred
since
very
print
ize collections and
2005.
heavy."
In
provide services
Head librarian
doing
so,
for
collections,
Kammradt
related to them
research,
and
hoped
to
that best meet the
instruction Doris
increase acces·
needs of the comKammradt said
sibility
to
. "
mumty.
that the library's
those publica historic collection
tions
that
"can be overrun by
would
be
of
Depository Library
massive output.
most interest
Spotlight
We needed to be
for faculty and
GPO
pro-active in what
students
we took and what
involved
in
we kept." Thus, a project was teaching and research.
undertaken in 2005 to reorHowever, the library does
ganize and refine the collec- continue to collect some matetion.
rials in print form, such as
Kammradt used a GPO Congressional hearings and
vision statement as a starting monographs from government

operations in order to facilitate their use.
In addition, many historic
works, such as some of the
earliest leather-bound volumes of the U.S. Congressional
Serial Set, were moved to the
Watkinson Library for longterm
preservation.
The
Watkinson is a special library
within the larger Trinity facility that houses an extensive
rare book collection.
All of these actions have
greatly decreased the physical
number of government docu-

Intercollegiate
Update
University of Connecticut

Middlebury College

Following a vote of approval at a
The UConn Office of Fraternity
land Sorority Life recently announced recent faculty meeting, Middlebury
la plan to add another men's social College will now offer a Bachelor of
!fraternity to the campus in !Arts degree in Arabic. Previously stuNovember. The fraternity, which has dents were only awarded a minor or
~et to be selected, will join the ranks a focus in Middle East studies as part
bf 11 already existing chapters. The of the International Studies major.
!three applicants are Delta Tau Delta, rrhe program has' been a work in
progress for the past decade.
lsigma Nu, and Phi Gamma Delta.

Bowdoin College

University of Rhode Island

On Monday, Feb. 21, Bowdoin
College introduced the idea of a
"Meatless Monday," during which the
dining halls will serve solely vegetarian options. As an alternative to meat,
the dining halls will provide items
such as eggs, beans, and tofu. The
decision brought some criticism for
being undemocratic by students.

Rudi Hempe, a master gardener
from the University of Rhode
Island, recently received recognition for reaching 10,000 volunteer
hours in the Master Gardener program, a feat that had never been
done before. The program is one
that teaches courses on gardening
and raising food.

Cornell University

Hofstra University

On Thursday, Feb. 10, a student
:liscovered a digital camera recording
mages in one of the bathrooms in the
C:omell Science Library. The camera
had been stuck under the plastic linng on the side of the trash bin, and as
bf yet the administration has not
ound any evidence regarding the
ndividual responsible for it.

On Wednesday, Feb. 16, Hofstra
University students celebrated
Valentine 's Day by holding the 3rd
annual Pleasure Workshop and Sex
Toy Raffle. Fourteen campus clubs
and organizations donated time,
money, and a toy for the raffle, and
all proceeds were donated to a coalition against domestic violence.

ments at the library, but the the
Depository
Library
collection has been made more Spotlight stated, "Trinity
appropriate for the needs of College should be very proud
the campus community. This of its depository, which
particularly holds true for includes a mix of current and
majors such as public policy historic resources.
and law, economics, political
The College and communiscience, environmental stud- ty should also be very proud of
ies, history, sociology, and the library staff, who have
international studies.
implemented a highly effecOverall, the GPO called · tive transition to a more elecTrinity's plan for reorganiza- tronic depository, all designed
tion and refinement "a to organize collections and
thoughtful review process of provide services related to
the historic collection."
them that best meet the needs
Furthermore, the article in of the community."

COURTESY OF www.picasaweb.com

Trinity College's Raether Library was recognized by the GPO as an outstanding member of the Federal Depository Program.

News In Brief- Bounce Castle Blows onto Roof

Deadly Three Days in Mexico

On Saturday, Feb . 19, strong
winds in Marana, Ariz. carried an
inflatable bounce castle 100 feet
through the air, landing it on a nearby rooftop. Two children were injured
in the accident, an 11 ·year-old who
fell when the castle began to rise and
a 9·year-old who remained in the cas·
tle while it landed on the roof. Both
were hospitalized for head injuries,
but have subsequently been released.

In a 72-hour span m Ciudad
Juarez, Mexico, 53 people were
killed, making it one of the deadliest
three-day periods in recent memory.
The losses began on Thursday, Feb.
17 with 14 people killed. Twenty
died the next day, and the third day
19 were killed. Most of the deaths
were unrelated, although officials
believe drug traffickers are the main
cause of the violence.

India Fights to Eradicate Polio

School Bus Crashes in Calif.

India is one of four nations where
polio remains endemic, though this may
not be the case much longer. A campaign
has been started by the government and
aid groups to finally drive polio out of
India, through airtight monitoring of
remote villages and stronger, more effec·
tive vaccmes. In just five days in
January, 172 million children were visit·
ed by 2 and a half million workers.

After colliding with a Fire
Department vehicle on Monday, Feb.
21, a school bus in Twin Peaks, Calif.
slid over a snowy embankment, leav·
ing at least two dead and dozens
injured. Several youths were extricat·
ed from the bus, although many were
immobilized in the crash and had to
be rescued. Rescuers were hampered
by power lines downed in the crash.

Facebook App. Moniters Couples

Researchers Try to Print Skin

A new Facebook application,
Facebook Breakup Notifier, allows
users to select certain friends whose
relationship status they would like to
moniter. If the relationship changes,
the user will get an e·mail notification. Created by developer Dan
Loewenherz, the application has
received some criticism for being too
invasive.

Scientists at the Wake Forest
Institute for Regenerative Medicine
are developing a specialized skin
"printing'' system to rebuild damaged
or burned skin. Inspired by standard
inkjet printers, the researchers are tak·
ing typical desktop inkjet cartridges,
but filling them with skin cells instead
of ink. The product should take anoth·
er five years before being released.
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Trinity Student Organization Protests Possible Deportations
group "also works in solidarity
with other organizations to
spread awareness of the mal·
Trinity
students
have treatment of undocumented
joined together with Mariano immigrants and legal immi·
Cardoso Jr., an engineering grants alike in the hopes of ere·
student at Capitol Community ating an immigrant support
College in New Haven, Conn. base that will prevent further
illegal actions
who faces deportation
against immi·
only four months prior
These laws
grants in this
to his graduation date.
enforce the
country."
Born
in
Mexico,
the
Cardoso came to the
At
view of a black
Cardoso
rally,
United States 20 years
and white
ago with his father,
members
of
immi·
world:
Stop the Raids
both of whom live in
grants without
marched
to
Connecticut illegally.
chants
of
''Yes
Cardoso and his father
documents
Education, No
received a letter from
shou ld be
Deportation."
the Immigration and
deported, no
They
also
Customs Enforcement
special cases,
formed a pick·
Agency
demanding
their deportation, and
et line and
no maybes, no
made various
Cardoso fears they will
gray areas. "
speeches
on
be separated from his
immigration
two
American·born
Theresa
reform
and
siblings.
immigrant
On Monday, Feb. 14
Meehan '11
more than 20 Trinity
rights.
Vice President
Acting
College students from
of Stop the
the student group Stop
Executive
Raids
the Raids protested
Director of the
Latino
and
Cardoso's deportation
at the U.S . Citizenship and Affairs Commission Werner
Immigration Services Office in Oyanadel promoted an upcom·
ing public hearing regarding
Hartford.
Stop the Raids is a student· immigrant college tuition fees
run group at Trinity "whose in March. Other attendees
mission is to support the immi· spoke against Cardoso's deporgrant population locally and tation and in favor of immigra·
nation·wide," according to the tion rights, including Mayoral
group's Facebook page. The candidate for Hartford Edwin
ALLISON PICKENS '12
MA AGI G EDITOR

Vargas,
who
denounced
President Obama for not doing
enough
for
immigrants,
Hartford City Council Minority
Leader and Working Families
Party Member, and People of the
Faith leader Frank O'Gorman.
The protesters called for
presidential pardons for illegal
immigrants and increased
awareness of immigrant issues
during the hour-long rally.
The Trinity College Stop the
Raids group is currently working with legal channels to keep
Cardoso in the United States
until he graduates college.
Earlier this month, 4Legs
published an article by Vice
President of Stop the Raids
Theresa Meehan '11 detailing
Cardoso's situation and the
current immigration laws in
the U.S. In her article, Meehan
criticized
anti·immigration
laws in Arizona and elsewhere.
"These laws show the recent
rise in anti·immigrant sentiments," she wrote. "They have
lead to an increase in racial
profiling and have broken
away from the original intent
of the laws: to deport illegal
immigrants who have commit·
ted serious crimes. These laws
enforce the view of a black and
white world: immigrants with·
out documents should be
deported, no special cases, no
maybes, no gray areas." To
read Meehan's article in its
entirety visit 4Legs.org
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Trinity students protest outside U.S. C itizenship and Immigration Services Office.

COU RT ESY OF www. realhartford.org

Trinity stud ent Michael Kozek '13 leads protests against possible deportations.
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Food Dudes: Romantic Hot Spot or Just Another Thai Eatery?
EJ EWALD & EMILY WEBER '11
STAFF WRITERS

There are not too many places in
the direct vicinity of the Trinity campus that we would deem "romantic"
enough to host a hot first date. Local
eateries ABC Pizza and Adolf's Meat
and Sausage Kitchen simply would not
rank among our first choices. That
being said, while perusing the WWW,
Weber found Hot Basil to be judged
"Hartford's
Most
Romantic
Restaurant" on an almost reputable
website. In addition, tired of fulfilling
our BYOB needs with Trinity
Restaurant, we were delighted to find
that we could bring our finest bottles
of Yellow Tail to the restaurant.
People under 21 beware, they do ask
for identification if you choose to
BYOB. Curious as to what Hartford's
finest romance might entail, and constantly in the mood for curry, we drove
to the Thai restaurant on Thursday
with high expectations. The atmosphere provided by Hot Basil unfortunately did not inspire visions of being
wined and dined by George Clooney,
nor did it arouse any desire in us to
light candles and listen to Seal, and for
this reason we negate the claim made
by this website. However, Hot Basil
does offer delicious Thai fare at a reasonable price, and by this fact we were
indeed romanced.

For starters, we whetted our
appetites with spicy steamed pork
dumplings and chicken coconut soup.
The dumplings were very standard,
satisfying but not stimulating. We did
enjoy the unique spiciness offered.
The chicken coconut soup was a first
for both of us, and while EJ was
delighted by the consistency and great
milky flavor of the soup, Weber's taste
buds were tickled by the lemony aftertaste. It was at this point that the
waitress made a fatal mistake (in our

opinion). Without asking if we were
finished (which we weren't) she
attempted to take the dish from the
table (on which we protested) and our
third companion questioned her sanity
(with which we concurred). This action
almost counteracted the pleasure that
we had derived from the appetizers,
but with red curry chicken and hot
basil beef spicy noodles on the way, we
tried to put it out of our minds. Like
many other foodies, we relish in spicy
dishes. However, before we offer our

This week, the Food Dudes ventured to Hot Basil Thai Cafe, that serves up classic Thai dishes.

The Trinity Tripod:
Uncovering the "UNKN'l>WN"
This week's gem is:
The Underground's Cupcakes
Here's what we've found:
- The Underground now features muffins, cup·
cakes, scones, and biscuits from A Little Something
Bakery.
- They are a perfect complement to The
Underground's organic fair-trade coffee.
- Some cupcake flavors include: peppermint, red
velvet, funster with vanilla frosting, and double
chocolate.
- A delicious cupcake only costs $2.00.
- Come early! Red velvet and funster sell out fast.
- The Tripod staff particularly enjoyed the vanilla
with blueberry frosting.
Stop by The Underground and try one
today!

evaluation of the main entrees, it must
be noted that we will douse jalapenos
in Tabasco sauce, so perhaps our criticism that the dishes were not nearly
spicy endugh should be taken with a
grain of salt. The red curry chicken
(which we had to dump Tabasco sauce
and cayenne pepper flakes) was truly
delicious. Any curry lover will be
amply contented with this dish.
Although Weber loved the beef spicy
noodles, EJ was overwhelmed by the
beef flavor, contending that it took
over the rest of the taste. Both dishes
were entirely consumed, with no leftovers for late-night snacks.
We decided to push our stomachs a
little bit further and have the dessert.
If you're looking for traditional Thai
desserts, the closest thing you'll find is
the coconut ice cream. We tried this
coconut ice cream (which was creamy,
very flavorful , and delicious) and
added a side of hot chocolate molten
cake. We were completely satisfied by
this dish, although EJ strangely
wished the ice cream wasn't so cold.
Overall, this small BYOB Thai cafe
was delicious. While not the most
romantic, our evening was delightful
and we left happy and full. Until next
time , Bon Appetit!

Hit up Hot Basil Cafe and try out their
Thai cuisine at:
565 New Park Ave,
West Hartford, CT

Re ections from tlie Desks of
the Freshmen Features Editors
I've put my weekly "Life on the
Long Walk" column aside to become coeditor of the features section this
semester. Although my co-editor
Madeline Baum and I are only freshmen, we've discovered the ins and outs
of working at the Tripod office in a
short duration of time.
I've quickly discovered that sleep is
a rarity on Monday nights. When production day roles around, I've been
known to stay at the office until after 2
a.m., trekking back to the North side
of campus with my fellow senior editors. Nights are spent badgering others to hand in their articles on time,
correcting grammar, and filling space.
Hence, this article is currently being
written because we had an inevitably
large space to fill.
However, there is a bright side to
working at the Tripod. Free food.
Lately, we 've been awarded free
Chirotes for our hard work and dedication, quickly becoming the envy of all
my Chirotes-loving friends. I highly
recommend joining the Tripod.
I've finally mastered Quark, the
layout computer program, ending my
computer illiteracy stage. Although
I'm one of the only freshmen in a predominantly senior staff, I have always
felt welcomed and could not envision
spending my Monday nights slaving
away with any other group of people.

How do you spend your Monday
nights? Maybe you do homework for
Tuesday, start writing that paper due
later in the week, or just watch a few
episodes of "Modern Family''. For me, a
typical Monday is spent with my
Features co- Editor, Emily Misencik, as
we toil away in front of a computer screen
filling our section with odds and ends
from around Trinity.
As a freshman who had little involvement with the paper first semester, I had
no idea what I was getting into, but I've
learned that being on the Tripod means
being on call at all hours. Last week after
thinking I was finished with our section
in record time (9:45 p.m.), I went back to
my room, took a Nyquil, and went to bed.
At 1:30 a.m., I woke up from a text telling
me that a picture was missing for the
front page, so could I possibly come back
down? Alas, I was not done . I groggily
rolled out of bed and down to the fluorescent lights of the Tripod office, found the
sneaky picture hidden in the depths of
the features computer, and went to bed.
I was not at all frustrated that I had
to come back, rather, I was more than
glad to come back in my sleepy state.
Being on the Tripod makes me feel needed, and even when it's something as
insignificant as finding a picture in the
middle of the night, I like being a part of
something. And while I sometimes feel
like the paper is taking over my life, I
think about the three empty pages that

-bif Misend' w~~n~tllt/li
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ToP 1oThinss to Do
Over TriniW Da)Js
1o.·Visit friends at other colleaes
9. Finalize sPrina break Plans

8. Catch UP on school work
'l. SPrina shoPPina spree anyone?

6. Go to the Trinity squash aame
at Harvard
5. Have your mom do your laundry
4. Eat real food

Helping Children and Their
Incarcerated Parents Connect
contin ued from page 1
watch a performance her mother had
produced. The performance allowed
Debbie to express her love for Sammy,
which she was not able to express verbally.
Beyond these personal stories,
Dworin stated that 1. 7 million children
have incarcerated parents. With this in
mind, Dworin realized her experience
with art in women's prisons could have a
positive affect on these children.
Dworin then decided to set up a program to help children deal with their
problems in a welcoming environment,
pioneering a three-year collaborative
project that began in the spring of 2010.
Joining forces with M.D. Fox Elementary
School, Church of the Good Shepherd,
and A.I. Prince High School, Dworin
opened doors of self-expression for these
children.
First, Dworin wanted to hear from the
children and discover each child's feelings
through art. Working on drawings and
crafts, the children became more comfort-

able and opened up about their incarcer
ated parents. She instructed each child to
draw a bridge, serving as a way to "connect" children to their parents. In A.I.
Prince High School, the students were
encouraged to write scripts that displayed their feelings. In the midst of her
speech, Dworin played a clip of the high
school students' reading their scripts.
Immediately, the audience could feel the
rush of emotion the students felt. At the
elementary school, the children acted out
their drawings at a local community center on June 24.
Dworin also wanted to give the children a chance to interact with their par
ents outside of the usual visiting room.
During a weekend retreat at the prison,
the children gave their parents a priceless gift. One mother commented on the
retreat, stating, "This weekend made me
realize that the euphoric feeling I was
trying to reach through drugs could be
found in my children and their love." The
retreat also allowed the children to see
their parents living outside the visiting
room, bonding in a fun, loving manner.

•••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••• • • ••• ••••

Upcot1ting Holidays
Jecause the frlpodwill ttot be cotttittg out ttext week, here are
sottte alterttative thittgs to look forward to itt March:
\

3. Mentally Prepare for SPrina

Weekend
2. SleeP. sleeP. and sleep some
more

Peanut Batter lt::Ker s

2>a;- Mare,h

1
•

z.,r Pets Y/a.d rhaA1bs 2>a;Mare,h 3
•

1. Detox
5t. Patt·/~ '.s ]>o/- MarcA
1-:/-

•

I

aM

in Control ]>o/Mare,h 30
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America Comes to the XL Center Hartford in a Monster Truck
IAN BROOKS '11
OPINIONS EDITOR

In an attempt to be simultaneously
ironic, entertained, and drunk, three
friends and I went to a Monster Jam
event last Saturday night at the XL
Center in downtown Hartford. What bet·
ter way, we thought, to balance out the
preppy excesses of the Trinity lifestyle
than attending a good ol' fashioned mon·
ster truck rally?
We got to the gates in our typical fash·
ion-about ten minutes late-and were
told we could only sit together if we paid
on one card. (The tickets cost $24 a piece,
FYI). This caused a moment of debate-the proposition of watching a monster
truck rally alone is not a happy one, after
all. In the end we bought our tickets sep·
arately, wagering that Connecticut is not
the type of state to sell-out such an event
and that as a result we could pick our
own seats once inside. We were right.
The first thing that hits you as you
enter the arena is the noise, but the smell
soon follows. You get used to the noise,
but never the smell. The odor is of pure,
unadulterated exhaust. You are indoors.
You resign yourself to the fact that you
will effectively be breathing from the
tailpipe of an automobile for the next
hour and a half. It's bad for your health,
but you didn't come to a monster truck
rally to work on your mile-time. The
smell brings you closer to the action.
You can't get too close to the action,
though; the first few rows of seats (per
haps ten) are blocked off, presumably for
safety reasons. This is hard to imagine,
too, but the entire rally is held within the
confines of an ice· hockey rink. The play·
ing field, if you will, consists of one big
jump, two little jumps: s· ~u ed C1ir
and a lot of dirt. When we arrived they
were doing "racing" heats. (I use quota·
tion marks because I was never con·
vinced that the drivers were actually
competing. To me, the whole event
appeared to be a mechanized version of a

World Wrestling Entertainment show,
replete with transparent story lines
meant to fire up the crowd. These heats
consisted of two trucks lining up side by
side and then seeing who can drive over
three already-crushed cars faster when a
light turned green. These heats were
punctuated by ATV races, in which four
members of "Team New England" com·
peted against four members of "Team
New York." (Predictably, the score was
tied after the penultimate race and
"Team New England" won the last in dramatic fashion.) After that, three
Motocross riders went off the big jump
(that the monster trucks never touched),
and did tricks; this was the most impressive part of the night, technically speak·
ing. And for the grand finale the monster
trucks were each given sixty seconds to
compete in the "freestyle" competition, an
entirely underwhelming event. Because
the trucks did not go off the big jump and
were confined by the boards of the hockey rink, there wasn't really space for
them to do anything cool. They drove
over the same crushed cars they had
been racing over. They did a few donuts.
They brought out three more decrepit
vehicles and crushed them too. Mostly
they were just loud. They would hit the
little jumps and gun their engines while
they were airborne to make even more
noise. They seemed like dogs running
around in a pen and barking at things
because there was nothing else to do.
But what the show lacked in substance it tried to make up for with style.
As lame as their performances were, the
trucks were elaborately decorated. Fan·
favorite "El Toro Loco" was painted red
and had horns. The night's overall racing
winner, "Monst(;lr Mutt," had ears and
uzzy ' ta11. "'\ And
iny
favorite~
"Crushstation," was dressed up like a lobster. It was obvious that a lot of time and
money (and probably passion) had gone
into the trucks' designs. The ways in
which the world's wealthiest country
chooses to use its resources are truly

amazing sometimes.
I will admit that observing the
demographic of the fans was part of the
appeal of going to a rally for me. The
dominant trend was families with
young children. And I mean really
young, but I won't turn this into a dis·
cussion of parenting techniques. (But
really, a six-year-old in a coliseum filled
with exhaust?) Monster Jam's marketing team noted this trend as well-toys
were being advertised at almost all
times. At one point while the ground
crew was setting up the motorcycle
jump, I noticed a man throwing some
sort of plastic frisbee/boomerang device
to himself in the center of the arena.
"What the hell is he doing?" I asked my
friend. He pointed at vendors walking
up and down the aisles. But instead of
beer or peanuts they were selling
"Digger Disks"-the name bestowed on
this toy in honor of the supposedly infa·

mous "Grave Digger," a monster truck
that was not at the event. One random
fan was given a remote. controlled
miniature monster truck and then
directions showing how to purchase
them online were displayed on the big
screen. Eyerything was for sale.
What really surprised me though,
was how many kids came to the event
already clad in Monster Jam apparel,
be it a "Grave Digger" T-shirt or an "El
Toro Locd' hat with horns. This suggested to me that they were loyal fans
of the Monster Jam circuit, which performs all over the country, and not just
a one-time fan like me. I am glad I
went. But a repeat customer I will not
be . What got me through the event was
a water bottle filled with, well, not
water. Alas, I suppose the binge drinking of a Trinity College student is more
unhealthy than the occasional lungful
of exhaust for a six-year-old.

"And you're sure you used the extension cord?"

Become a First-Year
Mentor

S l~fj'J,I f) N?
Email
Madeline Baum at
madeline.baum@trincoll.edu
or
Emilv Misencik at
emilv.misencik@trincoll.edu

Help make an impact on
your community
1. Meet new people
2. Form close relationships with
faculty members
3. Engage with your academic
community
4. Be a role model for First-Year
students
5. Develop life-long leadership skills
To apply, email the First-year program:
Margaret.Lindsey@trincoll.edu or
Dania.field@trincoll.edu
Or ask a current mentor for an application
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Mill Brings Brooklyn-Based Bands, Savoir Adore and FHR
continued from page 1
Rebellion." Both groups are up
and coming (and possibly there)
on the Brooklyn track, currently
a Large Hadron Collider for the
creation of young talent.
Savoir Adore was a self-pro·
claimed "accident," the product
of a conceptual contest between
singer-songwriter Deidre Muro
and guitarist-drummer Paul
Hammer, both NYU graduates.
While they've played at The Mill
last spring with Theophilus
London and Passion Pit DJs, the
group diverges from the venue's
usual electric mood. Savoir
Adore finds its roots in a folksy,
gypsy·esque pop-rock, though its

influences are wide-ranging, and
rarely consistent. From their
response to the crowd, and from
the evolution of their set list, it
was easy to see that spontaneity
drives this band. There was an
audible and visible rapport
between the pair, a callback to
the playful harmony between
Matt & Kim. Fun was had. It
started on stage-a spark
between Deidre and Paul-and
fanned into the crowd.
Deidre and Paul often
seemed to be playing for each
other. Savoir Adore is, after all, a
duet, which is why there was
minor confusion when they were
joined, without announcement,
by members of French Horn

Deidre Muro, the frontwo man and voca list of Savo ir Ad ore played on Friday.

Rebellion (vice versa, Paul
played drums for French Horn
Rebellion, and Deidre joined on
keyboard) . As it turns out, the
bands are good friends, united
by a different sort of announce·
ment: Deidre Muro is engaged to
David Perlick-Molinari.
There was a short intermission between bands. Melodic
rock segued into the dance heavy
string·synth provided by the
brothers
Perlick-Molinari
(Robert and David), from
Milwaukee, Wis., better known
as French Horn Rebellion
(FHR). Robert takes the vocals,
synth, and French horn. While
he backs up Robert on vocals,
David's talents center on the
keyboard and programming end.
Electro-pop forms FHR's backbone, though a current interest
in disco revival was evident.
FHR's style is inventive, cere·
bral, and funky-in short, rebellious. In a SXSW festival inter
view for Spinner, David cites the
Beatles and the Beach Boys as
major influences, with Robert
looking to Miles Davis and Burt
Bacharach. Whatever their differences, Friday night proved
they at least share a DJ gene in
common. David's work with
MGMT as a producer and engi·

Robert Perli ck-Molinari incorporates the French Hom into electro-dance mus ic.

neer for the tracks "Time to
Pretend" and "Electric Feel" is
detectable in FHR's spaced-out
energy.
And, on the subject of spacedout energy, French Horn
Rebellion brought The Mill its
first trigger-set light show.
Strobe lights, gel colored stage
lamps, and laser displays elevated the energy. Though anxiety
over tripping smoke detectors
prohibited the all-important fog
machine, light easily filled the
small venue. With Mansoory and
AshishAdhikari '13 on the sound
board, FHR set a new perform·
ance standard.

By the end of the concert, the
line between stage and dance
floor was erased, along with the
line between self and sound. "Its
been amazing to see how quickly
the music scene has changed for
the better in my four years here
at Trinity," commented Wes
Wynne '11. "If The Mill continues
to bring in acts of this quality, it
will surely attract new interest
in the organization in the years
to come." An encore demand
from FHR, and a common disappointment that the night must
go on, showed that alternative
music at Trinity has a growing
weekend activity-share.

Seniors Direct Annual "Gnomeo & Juliet'' Lightens Tragedy

Performance for V-Day
continued from page 1
Rosalia Abreu '11 and Samantha
'11, with a cast of twelve Trinity
girls and a few faculty and staff
members
in
Mather's
Washington Room. Proceeds
from the production went to The
Hartford Interval House, a shelter for battered women and the
victims and survivors of gender
based violence in Haiti through
the V-day organization.
As you might expect, some of
the monologues are incontro·
vertibly hysterical, such as ''My
Angry Vagina" where the actress
ardently rants about the tor
tures of menstrual cycles, wax·
ing, and gynecologists. Also
hilarious is "Because He Liked
to Look At It", an account about
Bob, the guy who liked to look at
it and the gal who conceitedly
loved it. The more poignant
monologues discuss traumatic
experiences involving child
abuse and rape. "My Vagina Was
My Village" is the testimonies
about the atrocities endured in
Bosnian rape camps.
The production's program
provided background informa·
tion to the current rape issues
happening in Haiti since the
earthquake. Rape within the
IDP camps is the norm, with 230
reported cases in March 2010.
Aside from being terrified of
reporting rape, women cannot
even expect due justice; fewer
than two percent of rapists are

ultimately prosecuted. Even
lower is the likelihood of rapists
actually being arrested, coming
in at zero percent. It's certainly
safe to say that most are well
aware of these issues within our
society.
"The
Vagina
Monologues" takes these issues,
adds a voice, a face, and a whole
lot of sentiment to them. How
can you ignore the issues?
Making these stories hit home is
the core to the V-Day movement,
a global, non-profit movement.
Proceeds from performances
(often involving celebrities like
Jane Fonda), go towards
women's anti-violence groups,
with over $75 million raised
thus far.
"The Vagina Monologues"
has received its hearty share of
vehement criticism. Within the
feminist movement many are
upset that the performance is
just about the vagina, ignoring
other physical and emotional
attributes that encompass a
woman. Conservatives are upset
that crude language is used, and
that raw details of experiences
are divulged. Pro-sex feminist
Betty Dodson charged the production with "a blast of hatred at
men and heterosexuality".
The verdict? Regardless of
your gender, political views, or
sexual preferences, this is a production worthy of your time.
Don't shy away thinking you'll
walk out an angry feminist. Get
informed.

ABIGAIL ALD ERMAN '11
SE !OR EDITOR

Months ago, when the first
"Gnomeo & Juliet" trailer
popped up on Perez Hilton, my
friends and I became insistent
about seeing it as soon as it was
released. The film is a culmination of a few of my most favorite
things; Shakespeare, puns, and
Elton John. Thus, it is a master
piece in my eyes. Though I was
worried that all of the pristine
elements would not result in the
perfection I was anticipating, the
movie did not disappoint. My
friends and I were dancing and
singing along, with all of the 5year·olds, for the entirety of the
film.
While the movie was slightly
tainted by my annoying tendency to compare film adaptations of
Shakespeare to the actual text, I
thought the film did a perfect job
of turning the heavy subject mat·
ter into a relatable tale for kids.
Yes, "Romeo & Juliet" is the one
Shakespeare play of which most
children are aware, but film
adaptations,
even
Baz
Luhrmann's, don't
exactly
scream family-friendly. "Gnomeo
and Juliet's" star-studded cast
and quirky one-liners made the
film enjoyable for children and
adults alike.
The film takes place in two
adjoining gardens in Stratfordupon·Avon,
England,
Shakespeare's hometown. With
the two grumpy tenants of the
homes engaged in hostility of
their own, it obviously makes

sense that when their garden
gnomes come to life in their
absence, they perpetuate the
feud. Just as in the text, the
Montague's and Capulet's various gnomes, separated by their
red and blue coloration, have
been enemies forever. However,
when Gnomeo, voiced by James
McEvoy, the son of the head blue
gnome, spots Juliet, voiced by
Emily Blunt, the daughter of the
head red gnome, first see each
other, they deny their fathers
and refuse their colors to fall
deeply in love in the abandoned
garden next door.
One of my favorite aspects of
the film was the strange manifestations of several characters.
Instead of having a nurse to look
after her, Juliet's confidant is a
large waterspouting frog named
Nanette.
Just
as
in
Shakespeare's play, she provides
much of the comic relief in the
film. Instead of Romeo's best
friend and cousin Benvolio,
Gnomeo's depends of his sidekick
Bennie, as in Elton John's
"Bennie and the Jets". As
opposed to relying on Friar
Lawrence to escape the confines
of their love, Gnomeo and Juliet
depend on the pink flamingo,
Featherstone, to save the day.
With Elton John and his
partner, David Furnish, serving
as two of the films' producers, the
film had an extremely solid
soundtrack. Though many of the
songs were the normal renditions of Elton's classics, there
were several remakes as well.
Elton teamed up with Nellie

Furtado to create a fresh and
more energetic version of
"Crocodile Rock". James Newton
Howard wrote a song called
"Bennie and the Bunnies", which
contains small portions of the
original "Bennie and the Jets" in
electronic form . Overall, the
soundtrack was one of the main
elements of the film's greatness.
As the film approached the
end, we obviously began to question whether Gnomeo and Juliet
would really die in this Disney
film. Yes, we've all seen Simba's
father die in "The Lion King,"
but at least that had a happy
ending. When Romeo and Juliet
die, that's it; there is no coming
back. After Gnomeo sits on the
shoulders and talks to a statue of
William Shakespeare, I was convinced that the gnomes would
survive.
Gnomeo comments on the
silly ending of Shakespeare's
play, hinting that he and the
gnome Juliet would have a hap·
pier fate. Spoiler alert: they seem
to have made it out of the crum·
bled backyard alive. However, I
question whether the Gnomeo
and Juliet who rise from the
ashes are the true gnomes or a
statue· like representation. At
the end of the play, the families
agree to construct a statue in the
streets of Verona to honor Romeo
and Juliet's memory, and the
lighting in the final scene hinted
at the same end for the gnomes.
I am probably pushing this a little too far, but go see the film and
judge for yourself. It is absolute·
lyworth it.
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Smith Westerns' Second Album ... :AN1J
Combines Influences New and Old

.A.RT NEWS FROM THE WORLD AT LARGE
E MMA TUCKER '12

MATT MAINULI '13

The bouncy ball bass line of Cameron
ARTS EDITOR
Omori follows some classic rock chord
changes. At the pick up to the chorus, a
Calling all hipsters! The next time piano joins in with some lifting scales.
you are flipping through LPs at your "All Die Young" is the song that MGMT
they
wrote
for
local record store, be sure to pick up the wishes
new Smith Westerns album, "Dye It "Congratulations." After a quick musiBlonde." Afterwards, when you get back cal pause following the bridge at 2:34,
to your loft, put the needle down slow th e band starts up again at a quicker
and kick up your TOMS shoes onto your pace and rushes to the finish line. It's
thrift store coffee table; you're in for a the "All You Need Is Love" for gen eratreat. The second studio release from tion plaid.
this Chi-town trio of glossy indie rockThe song "Smile" is so sunny th at it
requires
a beach umbrella and SPF 50.
ers is saturated with '60s influences
that bring to mind The Beatles and The upbeat anthem is a lot like "Hey
early Pink Floyd. Hazy guitars give the Jude" (if you skipped straight to the "na
songs a pre-thunderstorm feeling, a na na naaaa" part). Once again, Andrew
sense that the humidity is just about to Van Wyngarden and Ben Goldwasser
break. Their best tunes are driven by are probably kicking themselves in
bright piano riffs and genuine lyrics of their Brooklyn studio for not writing
love and confusion. These boys may not this song first. With triumphant guitars
be able to buy beer (they are all under and falsetto harmonies squealing "It
21) but they sure can kick out the jams. shines for you !" during the chorus, you
"Weekend," the leading track on can't help but crack a smile. It is song
"Dye It Blonde," builds off of a distorted that can be sung in a group or on your
lead guitar line that sounds like the own; though I wouldn't recommend
chimes from an ice-cream driven by the singing it in the Engelhard Reading
Brian Wilson. Some hand clap pick-me- Room Gt will just get you asked to
ups add to the relatively simple rock leave).
If you are craving a little tambeat. "Weekends are never fun/unless
you're around here too" singer Cullen bourine, maybe a little handclap action,
Omori croons in t he choru s, emph asis check out Smith Westerns this week. I
on the "too." Smith Westerns will be think it's time that we had a popular
opening up for Wilco on their next tour. rock group between the ages of 18 and
They should have no problems sharing 22 . It really hasn't been done since the
the stage with Jeff Tweedy & Co. ; many '60s. No, I do not count T. Swift or that
of their tunes could have easily been pathetic excuse for a singer, Justin
bonus tracks on "Summerteeth," Wilco's Bieber. Listen, if you are wearing a
hands-free microphone on stage, take a
1999 album.
A beautiful breathy organ intro look in the mirror. If you are not Michael
takes us into "All Die Young," Smith Jackson, rip that thing off, grab a guitar
Westerns fourth track on the album . and start playing real music.

(I 1~11.1 llJI) [I] BJI
NIGHT CATCHES US
Tuesday, February 22, 7:30 p.m.
127 HOURS
Wednesday, February 23, 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, February 24, 7:30 p.m.
Friday, February 25, 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, February 26, 2:30 p.m. & 7:30 p.m.
IFC MIDNIGHT- EXORCISCMUS: THE POSSESSION OF EMMA
EVANS
Friday, February 25, 9:40 p.m.
Saturday, February 26, 9:40 p.m.
ANIMAL KINGDOM
Sunday, February 27, 2:30 & 7:30 p.m.
Monday, February 28, 7:30 p.m.

s

•This fall NBC will air a reboot of the classic Wonder Woman franchise. "Boston
Legal" writer David E. Kelley is remaking the DC Comics character originally
played by Lynda Carter. The tone will be serious and reminiscent of Kelley's history
of legal dramas. It was announced this week that "Friday Night Lights" star
Adrianne Palicki, who played Tyra Collete on the critically acclaimed show, has landed the lead role. It is unclear whether or not she will don the traditional Wonder
Woman outfit, but the signature lasso, handcuffs and plane have all been included
in the pilot's script.
• Beyonce is officially gearing up for her next album. It was revealed this week
that she is working with DJ Diplo, the man who worked with M.I.A. on her biggest
hit "Paper Planes." She is also collaborating with Brooklyn-based band Sleigh Bells.
· Unfortunately, the future of AMC drama ''Mad Men" is unclear. January Jones
spoke to Entertainment Weekly about the issues that the show is having with t he
network and Lionsgate. Apparently there is not enough money, and Jones revealed
that she has still not "heard a date we need to be back to the set." Apart from the
financial issues, series creator Mathew Wiener has yet to sign a new contract.
However, the show will be returning for a fifth season - it is just unclear when, "But
it will come back," says Jones.
· Lady Gaga's newest single "Born This Way" has premiered at number one of the
Billboard hot 100 singles chart. Last week's leader "Black and Yellow" by Wiz Khalifa
was pushed to number four, while Katy Perry's "Firework" and Bruno Mars'
"Grenade" took second and third.
· Martin Scorsese has officially signed on to direct "The Wolf of Wall Street",
which will star Leonardo DiCaprio. The two have a history of working together
beginning with 2002's "Gangs of New York" and has since seen collaborations such
as "The Departed" and "Shutter Island". This newest venture has been in the works
for a while, but Scorsese and Dicaprio became involved in 2007. The film is based on
Jordan Belfort's memoir, a story of the world of hard partying in the high finance era
of the '90s. Belfort ultimately ended up in federal prison.
· The 83rdAnnual Oscars will air on February 27, 2011 on ABC. The event will
be hosted by James Franco and Anne Hathaway. Best Picture nominees include
"Black Swan," "The Fighter," "Inception," "The Kids Are All Right," "The King's
Speech," "127 Hours," "The Social Network," "Toy Story 3," "True Grit," and "Winter's
Bone." Producer Bruce Cohen told Entertainment Weekly that the opening will
include both filmed and live elements as well as guest stars and singing.

"Never Say Never" Film Adds
New Dimension to Bieber Fever
E MLY MISENCIK '14
F&\TURES E DITOR

Biebermania reached an all time
high on Feb. 11 when the much anticipated "Justin Bieber: Never Say
Never" film was released in theaters
nationwide. The Valentines Day treat
for fans follows Bieber's rise to superstardom, serving as an insight into
his private life . Director Jon Chu
uses the 105 minute -duration to portray Bieber as a wholesome child who
rises to the top of the music charts
through hard work, talent, and an
incredible drive. Although a significant portion of the film focuses on
Bieber's private life , audience members are not deprived of musical performances . Chu breaks up the
chronology of the story with clips of
the ten days leading up to Bieber's
sold-out performance at Madison
Square Garden.
The film traces Bieber's relationship with music through home
videos. At age two, audience members
see Bieber discovering his "natural
rhythm" as he beats his hands on
chairs, prompting an upgrade to a
drum set. By age eigh t, Bieber was
expressing his m u sical interest by
teaching himself oth er instruments
and using his "golden" voice. The
Stratford, Canada resident finally
put his music skills to the test when
he entered the Stratford Star
Competition, creating the video that
found its way onto the internet and
caught the attention of record label
executive Scooter Braun.
Although many believe Bieber
experienced a relatively fast track to
stardom, the film reveals some of
Bieber's struggles. After combing
forces with Braun, Bieber takes the
next step and forms media connections. Braun describes Bieber 's

relentless effort as the "combat" of
winning over radio stations, visiting
numerous stations to help his songs
gain airtime nationwide . In one of the
most
touching
scenes,
Bieber
acknowledges a street performer and
comments that he used to do the
same . The combination of the underdog and follow-your-dreams storyline
warms the heart of many, clearly
serving as the film's purpose.
The seemingly low drama "backstage pass" into Bieber's life takes a
turn when he develops a throat infection and swollen vocal chords three
days before the sold-out show.
Audience members can ensure a fairy
tale ending as Bieber rarely fails to
disappoint his many adoring fans.
However, notably absent is talk concerning the split of Bieber's parents.
Although Braun appears to narrate a majority of the film, Bieber
appears on screen through countless
video clips. Audience members are
given a glimpse into the life of the
"normal" 16-year-old as he hangs out
with friends and does typical chores.
Bieber's comfort in front of the camera transcends his stage presence , as
h e performs with Miley Cyrus d u ring
a joint concert .
Som e
may
claim
t h at
Chu 's "Justin Bieber: Never Say
Never" is simply a marketing tool to
furt her launch the young star's popularity. Although this may or may not
be true, the movie has succeeded in
the box office, grossing $48,4 73,000
over the past two weeks. It opened in
the number two spot. Regardless of
what critics may say, no one can deny
that Bieber has achieved a lot at such
a young age. Despite the mostly
female audience at opening weekend,
the film's overall popularity proves
Bieber has captured the heart and
respect of many adoring fans.

--
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The Charlie Sheen Dream Team
The Top Five Celebrities Charlie Should Go on a Bender With
(ln)famous actor of stage and screen Mr. Charlie Sheen has spent the past few weeks doing all sorts of stuff Notable highlights include instructing members of the UCLA baseball team to "Stay off of crack ... unless you can manage yourself socially, " hanging out with assorted adult-film actresses, and
doing a whole lot of carousing, because why the hell not, right? Though many have accused Sheen of exercising questionable judgment in almost every
respect, one thing we should congratulate him for is his role in the halting ofproduction of Two and a Half Men, a horrifying, utterly humourless abortion of a television show that is almost solely responsible for the continued career ofJon Cryer. I think I speak for the entirety ofAmerica that has not
been lobotomized when I stry, "Thats enough, Jon Cryer. We hated you in Pretty in Pink and we hate you still. Please, please, please go away forever. "
So regardless of everything else thats been going on as of late, Sheen should at the very least be given some credit for this. Another thing Charlie s got
go in 'for him is that, without a doubt, the man knows how to have a good time. You 've gotta give him that. Though the squares in the biased liberal
media may disparage him and throw around phrases like, "out of control substance abuse, " "dangerous sex addiction, " and "batshit insane," there are
also many red-blooded Americans that think Sheen sounds like a guy they 'd like to party with. So what if ole ' Chazz isn Yexactly living within the confines of our society s puritanical conceptions of morality? Hes livin 'the dream. So even if /especially in light of the fact that he may snort himself into
an early grave sometime in the not-too-distant future, lets give it up for Charlie, and celebrate his crazy, crazy life. In that spirit, we 've compiled a roster of the top 5 celebrities we'd like to join Charlie on a hypothetical epic bender.

Emilio Estevez

In real life, Estevez is known for being Chuckie's lamer but considerably saner older brother. Since the dissolution of the Brat Pack, he's
lived a pretty quiet life and hasn't really done anything too interesting. In not-real-life, he's known as Gordon Bombay, the brash
defense attorney who fell from grace and ultimately found redemption coaching Peewee hockey. Clearly his Mighty Ducks alter-ego is
far more interesting, so let's just pretend he really is Coach Bombay,
shall we?

PROS:
(1) Aptitude for motivational speeches (which will come in
handy when you're having trouble finding your second
wind).
(2) That DUI conviction really freaked him out, which
means you'll always have a DD!
CONS:
(I) He's probably gonna get really annoyed when everyone
is constantly calling him Gordon Bombay and screaming
"DUCKS FLY TOGETHER!" in his face every two seconds.
(2) ... But unlike Charlie, he won't punch you in the face for
it.

PROS:
(1) He's still totally hot, so if you ' re a girl/a gay
man, you're gonna be psyched to party with him.
Due to the fact that the 46 year old is now a family-man and is currently
(2) Not into dudes? You still benefit, because you featured on the lamewad television show that your mom probably watches,
know all the girls in the club are gonna wanna be
Brothers and Sisters, it's easy to forget that back in the day, Lowe used to
all up in Billy Hixx's ish!
be quite the party guy. For instance, in 1988 a sex tape he made with a
CONS:
model named Jennifer and a 16 year-old girl was released, and he ended up
(1) The girls in the club that will flock to Lowe at
in rehab for substance abuse and sex addiction. If he could be convinced
this point are probably not gonna be A-squad mateto go on a bender with Sheen ' n' pals, he'd probably fall off the wagon
rial. More like "Redhook Magazine's target demoprettay prettay quick, with stupendous results. He was also Youngblood,
graphic."
which doesn't have anything to do with this article, but is nonetheless
(2) He'll probably want to use all of the mirrors in
kickass.
the immediate area to stare at himself, and Charlie
will want to use them all for cocaine, which could
be a problem.

Russell Brand

The English comedian is best
known for his role in Forgetting
Sarah Marshall, his fancy, dandified wardrobe, and prodigious
substance abuse. Though clean
and sober for eight years, back in
the day he could've given Charlie
a run for his money, in that there
pretty much wasn't a drug he
wouldn't dabble in.

The former Disney child-star and current crazy lady
really needs no introduction, does she? In the interest
of erring on the side of caution, though, here's a brief
rundown: she was cute in The Parent Trap, kind of fat
in Mean Girls, and then turned 18 and discovered
booze, boys, Bolivian marching powder, and all of the
other things independently wealthy 18-year-olds who
lack jobs, responsibilities, and supervision generally
get into. Now she spends her time adding felonies to
her rap sheet, checking in and out of rehab, and
Tweeting nonsensical ramblings.

Pete Doherty

Rob Lowe

PROS:
(1) Unlike the other candidates on this list, he' d be pretty cool to have on the roster sober or
not. Mostly because it'd be funny to see how much more difficult it would be to understand
him as the night progressed.
(2) His likely encyclopedic knowledge of drugs would be helpful in preventing ODs due to
lethal drug combinations, which would probably be helpful for Charlie.
CONS:
(1) The whole "Oi, look at me, guv'nah! I'm English and I tawk quite fast, don't I, old chap?
Listen to my witticisms! Bangers and mash!" bit would probably get reaaal old, reaaal quick.
(2) He might bring Katy Perry along.

PROS:
(1) She's always got cigarettes, so you ' ll always be able to bum.
(2) The idea of partying with the kid from The Parent Trap is pretty
funny
CONS:
(I) She'll probably steal your wallet/car/jewelry/etc.
(2) She has red hair.

Actually, on second thought? This is a terrible idea. The perfect storm of crazyness that would form if the two ever decided to get a casual beer together
would be too much for anyone to handle. It' d be an insane human tornado,
just raging through the city, sucking up anything in its path and leaving only
destruction and terror in its wake. Just look at the man. This can't be a good
idea. We're sorry we ever suggested it; just forget about all of this, and instead,
just pray that this doesn't happen. Seriously.

Lindsay Lohan

PROS:
Not applicable ... really.
CONS:
There would literally be nothing good about this,
with the possible exception of if someone made a
sitcom about it dramatizing the events, and it
eventually replaced Two and a Half Men.
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W. Squash Finishes No. 4 at Nationals Ice Hockey Teams Topple
Wesleyan Univ. Outdoors
EMILY GITTLEMAN '11
SPORTS EDITOR

In a bittersweet turn of
events, the Trinity College
women's squash team placed
fourth at the College Squash
Association (CSA) National
Championship
Tournament,
also called the Howe Cup, at
Princeton
University
m
Princeton, NJ.
The tournament began on
Friday, Feb. 18 with a quarterfinal round of matches in which
the Bantams faced Stanford
University. Trinity entered the
tournament ranked third in
light of their impressive 13-2
overall season record; Yale
University
and
Harvard
University were the only two
teams to slip past the Bantams
in regular season play. They
entered the tournament ranked
first and second, respectively,
while
the
University
of
Pennsylvania and Princeton
University rounded out the top
five teams. Stanford was ranked
sixth out of the eight teams present at the single-elimination
tournament.
In both 2009 and 2010,
Trinity lost in the semifinal
round, but bounced back for
wins in the playoff round, to
determine third and fourth place
finishers, earning them back·toback third place finishes. Four
times in the program's history,
the Bantams have made it to the

Howe Cup finals, winning the
entire tournament in both 2002
and 2003. Trinity looked to
improve on last year's third
place finish when they entered
the tournament.
On Friday, Trinity topped the
Cardinals thanks to early wins
by Alicia Rodriguez '13 in the
No. 6 match and tri-captain
Robyn Williams '11 in the No. 9
match. Williams shut her opponent out 3-0, as did a number of
her fellow Bantams.
Only two losses were recorded against Trinity in the No. 3
and No. 5 matches. Harvard's 90 quarterfinal win over the No. 7
Cornell University Big Red, pitted the Bantams against the
Crimson in the semifinal match
the next day.
On Saturday, Feb. 19, the
Bantams struggled against
Harvard, a team to whom they
lost 7-2 only weeks prior.
Harvard won the Nos. 1, 3, 5, 6,
7, and 8 matches, but Bantams
Pamela Hathaway '12 (No. 2),
Wee Nee Low '14 (No. 4), and
Williams (No. 9) eked out wins,
improving upon the results of
their earlier, regular-season
match against Harvard. After
beating
Trinity,
Harvard
advanced to play Yale, who beat
Princeton in the semifinals. Yale
went on to beat Harvard 5-4 to
become national champs.
Trinity moved on to a playoff
round against Princeton to
determine the third and fourth

place teams. Despite dominating
Princeton 8-1 in their final regular-season match, the Bantams
could not shake the results of
the Harvard match as they fell
to Princeton 5-4. Hathway (No.
2), Jennifer Pelletier '14 (No. 3),
Low (No. 4), and Williams (No.
9) shut their opponents out 3-0,
while their fellow Bantams
fought hard to make the victory
a struggle for the Tigers.
Sunday's match placed the
Bantams fourth behind Yale,
Harvard, and Princeton, respectively. Despite the unfortunate
turnout, many of the Bantams
still had standout performances,
helping the team finish ahead of
Dartmouth University, the
University of Pennsylvania,
Cornell University, and Stanford
University. Trinity also competed in the tournament's top
bracket, out of a total of five.
Brown University beat
Trinity's New England Small
College Athletic Conference
(NESCAC) foe Williams College
to win the B division final, while
Franklin
and
Marshall
University topped another
NESCAC
team,
Hamilton
College, in the C division final.
The Bantams are not done
quite yet. Some team members
will compete in the CSA
National Singles Championship
at Dartmouth College in
Hanover, NH. The tournament
begins on March 4 and continues
through March 6.

w. Swimming Ends Season at NESCACs
LYDIA KAY '13
SPORTS EDITOR

The Trinity women's swimming and diving team ended
their season with a seemingly
disappointing finish at the New
England Small College Athletic
Conference (NESCAC) tournament, held last weekend at
Williams
College
m
Williamstown, Mass.
The Bantams placed 11th
out of the 11 and ended with a
total of 503.5 points. Because
of the team's smaller size, it
has been hard for Trinity to
successfully compete with the
other NESCAC schools.
Though the final result of
this past weekend is a little discouraging, the Bantams were
able to break several in-school
records.
Senior Rebecca
Savage is proud of what the
team has accomplished this
season. She said, "We gained a
lot of talented freshmen this
year. We scored more points at
NESCAC Championships this
weekend than we have in past
years, and we've all worked
really hard to get there."
Outstanding performances
by Shelby Friel '13, co-captain
Brooke Haynes '11, Emily
Jensen '13, and Joanna Wycech
'14 in the 400-yard medley
broke a 13-year College record.
Freshman diver Emily
Johnson also made Bantam
history by scoring 391.50 points
for 11 dives and breaking the
previous College record that
had stood for 22 years.

~onclude

The Bantams
their
regular season with an overall

came from beating Mount
Holyoke on Wednesday, Jan. 19

record of 3-6.

and
Roger Williams on
Saturday, Feb. 5.
Both were strong demonstrations of the team's potential
and
the
program's
improvement over the past few
years.
The underclassmen
have been a consistent source
of strength for the Bantams
this season.
Despite combating several
cases of illness and injury, this
season has been considerably
more successful than last
year's .
Senior co-captains Abigail
Alderman, Brooke Haynes, and
Rebecca Savage are the only
Bantams that will graduate
this year, leaving next season
open to continued development
and success for the women's
swimming and diving program.

Though it has

be~n a . rocky sea~o.n for the

sw1mmmg and d1vmg team,
there were particular highlights that contributed to the
increased success as compared
to past seasons.
The Bantam's first win was
on Jan. 17 in Poughkeepsie,
N.Y. at Vassar College. The
final score was. 152-141; first
place finishes by Friel and
Jensen contributed to Trinity's
victory.
Johnson, who has been a
major asset to the Bantams all
season, showcased a particularly strong performance by
breaking the College's onemeter record as well as a 12year-old College record off the
three-meter board.
The other two victories

COURTESY OF www.athletics.trincoll.edu

The women's swim team won a number of regular season dual meets this season.

continued from page 15
very pleased with how his
team played despite the choppy
ice
conditions.
Said
Cataruzolo, "We stuck to our
game-plan and it was business
as usual. We kept things simple, played sound defensively,
and took advantage of our
offensive opportunities."
In addition to the success of
both teams, this was a very
special experience for the
Trinity athletes for different
reasons. Sandberg, who grew
up near Montreal, Quebec,
noted how this game brought
back memories of playing long
hours outside when he was a
kid. "We played a lot of pond
hockey, let's just put it that
way," said Sandberg. "This is
obviously not the same as a
pond, but it's still pretty spe cial being able to play in an
atmosphere like this." Senior
Tri-Captain for the women's
team, Kim Weiss, who recently
became the first player in
Trinity women's hockey history
with 100 career points, noted
this as a once in a lifetime
experience for her and her
teammates. "Growing up in
Maryland where outdoor hockey was few and far between,
this was a once in a life time
opportunity. Stepping onto the
ice and feeling the cold air was
absolutely incredible. Hockey

was started out on the ponds
and I think it's a great testament to the history of the game
to bring it back to its roots.
Our team was thrilled to be
able to play outdoors and the
experience definitely lived up
to our expectations and excitement. I'm so honored to have
been a part of such a special
event and its something I'll
remember for the rest of my
life." Coach McPhee agreed
with his captain: "Watching
the teams come down the
walkways out of the locker
room was like a movie," he
said. "It was surreal."
Over the weekend, the
women swept their two games,
winning 3-1 at Hamilton
College Friday and 4-2 at
Connecticut College Saturday.
The Lady Bants ended the
year on a six-game win streak,
and will host Hamilton College
on Saturday in their NESCAC
quarterfinal playoff game.
The men suffered a tough
loss to the University of New
England Friday, 5-4, but
bounced back Saturday to tie
the University of Southern
Maine 3-3. The Bantams will
travel to Williams College next
Saturday for their quarterfinal
NESCAC matchup.

Harry Hawkings manages
the Trinity College men's ice
hockey team.
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FRANNIE BOWER '13
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Despite a very competitive
first half, the Trinity College
women's basketball team fell to
the Amherst College Lord Jeffs
32-57 in the New England Small
College Athletic Conference
(NESCAC)
Championship
Quarterfinals at Amherst's
LeFrak Gymnasium inAmherst,
Mass. on Feb. 19.
Back-to-back
losses
to
NESCAC opponents Williams
College and Middlebury College
on Feb. 11 and 12, respectively,
earned the Bantams their No. 8
tournament ranking. The Lord
Jeffs' impressive 23-1 regular
season record earned them the
No. 1 seed. The half opened
promisingly enough, with a
three-pointer
by
Kaitlin
Ciarleglio '12 to give the
Bantams early momentum.
However, in an opening 14
minutes that also included 10
lead changes, the Trinity women
shot only 22.7 percent from the
field and were unable to hold off
Amherst's late charge before the
break. The Lord Jeffs put on a
16-point run in the final 6 minutes of the half, in large part
thanks to the standout play of
co-captain Jaci Daigeault '11,
who led the Amherst women
with 10 points and 10 rebounds
as the Lord Jeffs entered the sec-

ond half with a 31-20 lead.
The shooting woes continued
for the Bantams in the second
half as their field goal percentage dropped to a dismal 14.3
percent as the Lord Jeffs opened
the second half with a 10-0 run.
With 15 minutes left in the
game, tri-captain Krissy Fahey
'11 sunk a jumper to end the
scoring
draught
for
the
Bantams, and the bucket was
quickly followed by a steal by
Michelle Royals '12, an off-thebench guard who led the Trinity
women in scoring with seven
points (all of which came in the
first half) to add to her three
rebounds.
However, Amherst's 16- and
10-point runs in the first and
second half, respectively, proved
to be the downfall for the
Bantams, who were unable to
overcome the deficit in the lowscoring second half. With the
loss, the Trinity women end
their season at 14-11 overall and
3-6 in the NESCAC.
Amherst advances to the
semifinal round of the tournament and will take on the No. 4
seeded Williams College. No. 2
ranked Colby College will also
take on No. 3 ranked Bowdoin
College. The winners of the
Amherst-Williams and ColbyBowdoin games will face each
other
for
the
NESCAC
Championship title.

.....
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Inside Sports:
The women's squash
team competed at
nationals.
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Men's and Women's Ice Hockey Shine in Outdoor Game
HARRY HAWKINGS '14
STAFF WRITER

This past Tuesday, the
men's and women's ice hockey
teams were lucky enough to
play in the outdoor games at
the University of Connecticut's
frigid Rentschler Field. The
following games were a part of
WhalerFest: a Connecticut
Whale vs. Providence Bruins
game, a Boston Bruins vs .
Hartford Whalers alumni
game, three college games, and
15 high school and prep games.
Both Trinity teams brought
home convincing victories
against
the
Wesleyan
University Cardinals on the
night, with th e women win·

' .

ning 5-1, and the men winning
3-1. With the win, the men
secured their 11th consecutive
berth in the New England
Small
College
Athletic
Conference
(NESCAC)
Championships, while the
women were able to secure a
home playoff game.
The women's game got off
to a fast start for the home
Bantams, as forward Celia
Coleman-McGraw '12 netted a
tally for Trinity, her third of
the season, just nine seconds
into the game, setting an early
tone. The women continued to
dominate the game as t he first
period progressed, a n d were
rewarded again when forward
Sarah Koh n '11 scored her

HARRY HAWKINGS '14 I STAFF \'{IR]TER
The men's hockey team lined up for the national anthem before Tuesday's outdoor game.

third goal of the season on the
power play at the 15:35 mark
of the period. Three and half
minutes
later,
however,
Wesleyan got a breath of life
on only their second shot of the
game when Wesleyan forward
Kelsey Muller '13 potted a late
goal at the 19:00 mark to draw
the Cardinals within one
before the period expired.
Despite the late goal, the
Bantams dominated the first
period, outshooting Wesleyan
10-2. The second period was
m uch of t h e same, as t h e
women dominated from start
to
finis h ,
outs h ootin g
Wesleyan 14-1 du rin g the
frame. Senior tri-Captain Kim
Weiss scored her 20th goal of
t he season late in the period at
the 18:26 mark to extend the
Bantam lead.
The ladies came out and
dominated the third period as
well, and defender Payson
Sword '12 scored h er third goal
early in the frame at the 6: 11
mark. The Bantams cruised
through the rest of the game,
and Kohn added another goal,
her fourth, late at t h e 15:30
mark to wrap up the scoring.
First-year goaltender Alexa
Pujol picked up the win in nets
for Trinity, making two stops
on three shots in just over 49
minutes of play.
Fellow netminders Kristen
Maxwell
'14
and
Beth

This Day In Sports:
February 22

Hitchcock '13 also played in
the game, and both stopped
the one shot they faced in
about five minutes of ice each.
Coach Andy McPhee was
very pleased with his team's
game, particularly Coleman·
McGraw's early tally. Said
McPhee: "The game started off
fast with a quick goal proving
that the women were excited
and ready to play. It was a big
game worth two valuable
points for league standings."
The men's game was far
less one-sided and was exciting
u ntil the very end.
The
Bantams got off to their own
good start on offense when for·
ward Egor Petrov '11 potted a
rebound for a 1-0 Trinity lead
at t h e 10: 15 mark.
Bu t
Wesleyan came back and
equ alized eight minutes later
when Wesleyan forward Geoff
Mu cha '12 roared down the left
wing into the Trinity zone and
ripped a shot over Trinity sen·
ior
goalten der
Wesley
Vesprini's left sh oulder at the
13:32 mark.
In the second period, there
was m uch less action and no
goal scoring, but Vesprini had
to make several highlight-reel
saves out of his seven in the
frame to keep the Bantams
tied with the Cardinals. The
third period, however, was
dominated by Trinity. Just a
minute and half into the

frame, forward Sean McCarthy
'12 took a pass from defense·
man Mike DeMayo '12 and
turned the defense inside out
with several great moves
before beating Wesleyan goal·
tender Matt Hadge '13
between his legs for a 2-1
Bantam lead. Trinity kept
pressing for their insurance
goal, and it came a little over
five minutes after McCarthy's
score when forward Matt
Quigley '11 buried a rebound
in front for a 3-1 Trinity lead at
t he 6:54 mark.
After the second Bantam
goal of the period, Wesleyan
began to pressure the Trinity
cage again. The Cardinals
were awarded four consecutive
p ower plays after the ten
minute mark, as Derek
Sandberg '11, Quigley, Charlie
Mullan '14, and Jordan So '13
all took penalties during the
time frame . But the Trinity
penalty killing unit stood
strong each time, and Vesprini
made several more great saves
as well to keep Wesleyan from
drawin g any closer. Wesleyan
pulled their goalie for t h e last
minute and 16 seconds, but
could not score, and the
Bantams brought home the
win.
Trinity coach David
Cataruzolo, like McPhee, was

see ICE on page 15

AVID SPORTS FAN?

1958: Australian swimmer Jon Konrads sets six world records in
two days.

1959: First Daytona 500 auto race. Lee Petty wins at 135.521
MPH.
1969: Barbara Jo Rubin becomes first female jockey to win at a
major U.S. track.

1980: The United State's Men Olympic hockey team shocked the

·)

world by beating the heavily favored Soviet team in Lake Placid,
NewYork. Mike Eruzione scored the winning goal with 10 minutes to go for a 4-3 victory. The team went on to beat Finland by
a 4-2 score in the final to take home the gold medal. Named
"Miracle on Ice," this moment in sport's history has been
declared the number-one international ice hockey story of the
century by the International Ice Hockey Federation (IIHF).

CONTRIBUTE TO
THE TRIPOD?

WRITE FOR THE
SPORTS SECTION!

1983: Vladimir Salnikov (U.S.S.R.) sets 1500m free style swimming record.

1987: Bruno Marie-Rose runs world record 200m indoor (20.36
seconds).

1988: Bonnie Blair skates world record 500m (39 .1 Oseconds).

Email us at
-emily.gittleman@trincoll. edu
or lydia.kay@trincoll. edu.

